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seller and buyer. In another play we have a ludicrous burlesque
of a market scene. A farmer—not of Attica, but a native of the
adjacent town of Megara—is so hard hit by the war that he
dresses up his two daughters as pigs and brings them to Athens.
To convince the doubting purchaser he pinches them till they
cry, 'Wee! Wee!' ' They're a fine pair of beasts,' says the other at
last, 'What will you take for them?9 'A bundle of garlic for the
one and half a peck of salt for the other.9 So the sale is made and,
as usual, the farmer gets the worst of the deal. Transactions
were not usually so speedy, however; for hard bargaining was
the rule. Even in hiring a porter to carry a pack it was usual to
higgle about the price to be paid. In another comedy the hero,
who is setting forth upon a journey to the Underworld, en-
counters a corpse being carried out upon a bier. A bright idea
strikes him. 'Carry my traps to Hades?9 he asks. The corpse sits
up, looks at the traps, and says, * Two drachmas for the job.' ' Too
much,9 replies the hero, 'Let's split the difference.9 ' Two drachmas
or nothing.9 'Take one and a half, says the other. 'Strike me
alive, if I will, says the corpse (for clearly he could not wish
himself dead!), and relapses on to his bier.
To give a proper idea of such business transactions a word
should be said about money. Originally, as at Sparta, the
Greeks had been content to use spits or lumps of metal; but
they were a quick-witted race and early began to stamp these
metal pieces with some symbol of guaranteed weight; and so
was evolved the art of minting proper. Besides Athens, several
states (such as Corinth) issued a currency of their own, each with
its separate design; but the Athenian currency was most widely
used throughout the Aegean basin. It was not until the Mace-
donian kings introduced them towards the end of the fourth
century that gold coins were actually produced in Greece itself;
but gold pieces called Dorics, minted by the Persians, passed
freely in Athens and elsewhere. The native coins of Athens
were all of silver, procured from the mines at Laurium. They

